
PSYC234 Study Notes – Full Semester 

 

Introduction 

Biology and psychology 

- Biological psychology = subject matter is psychological BUT focus on underlying 

biology 

- We want to understand the biology underlying psychological processes + behaviours 

• This is helpful for intervention > understanding abnormalities > brain damage 

relationship with behaviour  

The Nervous System 

- The NS directly controls ALL our behaviour  

- Levels of the nervous system: 

• Social > organ > neural systems > brain regions > circuit > cellular > synaptic > 

molecular 

- The NS is plastic (degeneration/regeneration/reorganisation)  

- Sensorimotor system = how our motor input is guided by our sensory input  

- Emotions have neural basis > are moderators of interactions  

What influences behaviour? 

- Biology/genes 

- Experience/learning 

- Perception of present situation  

 

Nervous System Anatomy A 

Central and peripheral nervous systems 

- Central = brain + spinal cord 

- Peripheral = somatic (voluntary muscles) + autonomic ( involuntary muscles) 

- Autonomic = sympathetic (uses energy) + parasympathetic (conserves energy)  

• Goal is to reach equilibrium  

The brain views  

- Lateral = towards outer, medial = towards inner 

- Superior = above, inferior = below 

- Anterior = front, posterior = back  

The brain cuts 

- Horizontal 

- Sagittal 

- Coronal  

 



 

Meninges  

- Meninges = 3 membrane layers which protect the brain 

1. Dura mater = tough 

2. Arachnoid mater = spidery 

3. Pia mater = gentle 

- Migraines are from swollen blood vessels in the meninges  

Ventricles  

- Cerebrospinal fluid = flows through the spinal cord + ventricles + subarachnoid space  

- There are 4 cerebral ventricles (communicating system) 

• 2 lateral ventricles + the third ventricle + the cerebral aqueduct + the fourth 

ventricle 

- Primary purposes = protection + nourishment + removes waste  

- When CSF flow is blocked = fluid build-up > brain expands > hydrocephalus  

- Concussion = brain bounces against skull > tearing of blood vessels > normal function 

interrupted  

Spinal cord  

- Connects the brain to the rest of the body  

- Sensory nerves = info from body > brain 

- Motor nerves = info from brain > body 

- Reflex actions occur in the spinal cord activated by interneurons  

- Dorsal = sensory info, ventral = motor info  

- Spinal cord has a segmented structure  

- There is both grey and white matter in the spinal cord 

• Grey matter = has cell bodies and dendrites 

• White matter = axons travel from grey matter to white matter  

- Most peripheral nerves enter CNS through spinal cord BUT there is also cranial 

nerves: 

• Cranial nerves = 12 pairs of nerves which enter/exit brain directly  

Hindbrain: Medulla 

- Controls variation in consciousness (awake > sleep) 

- Has ascending and descending tracts (“reticular formation”) 

- Controls VITAL reflexes (damage can be fatal)  

Hindbrain: Cerebellum 

- Controls coordination/balance/motor skills 

- Affected by alcohol 

- New evidence that also involved in “higher-order” though processing  

Forebrain: Thalamus  

- Relay station for sensory info (integrates across all senses) EXCEPT smell 

- Lateral = vision 

- Medial = hearing  



- Ventral = touch  

 

Forebrain: Hypothalamus  

- Regulator of motivated behaviours/ urges  

- Controls the pituitary gland  

• Releases hormones which control hormones from other glands  

Limbic system: motivated + emotional behaviour  

- Septal area = pleasure 

- Amygdala = emotional events 

- Basal ganglia = voluntary movement 

- Hippocampus = memory  

 

Nervous System Anatomy B  

Cerebrum 

- 2 halves/hemispheres 

- Cortex = highly convoluted outer layer 

- Grooves = sulci, bumps = gyri  

- Divided (by researchers) into 4 lobes  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phrenology 

- Personality traits from bumps on skull 

- Didn’t have any accurate results  

Occipital lobe 



- Primary visual cortex 

- Damage = “cortical blindness”  

Parietal lobe 

- Bodily sensations/touch 

- Primary somatosensory cortex 

- Damage = “unilateral neglect” 

Temporal lobe 

- Auditory and balance 

- Complex visual information processing  

- Emotions and memory 

- Damage = difficulty hearing, speech problems, memory problems  

Frontal lobe (Phineas Gage) 

- Association and integration of information 

- Damage = unable to initiate behaviour, planning and organisation, can’t control 

emotions  

Brain size and intelligence 

- Humans and regarded as most intelligent but DON’T have the largest brain in the 

animal kingdom  

- Brain weight changes: 

• Australopithecus: 500 grams  

• Homo Erectus: 850 grams  

• Modern humans: ~1350 grams 

- When studied Einstein’s brain there was no difference in size but a difference in 

neuron density  

Reasons why size doesn’t matter 

- Modern humans do not have biggest brains, but are considered to be the most 

intelligent creatures 

- Large humans have bigger brains, but no relationship between body size and 

intelligence 

- Men have larger brains than women but IQ is the same 

- Human brains vary from 1000 to 2000 grams, but no clear relationship between 

brain size & intelligence 

Key changes in brain through evolution 

- Cerebrum and brain stem proportions 

• Bigger cerebrum  

- The prefrontal cortex has a larger proportion in humans than other species  

Key changes 

- Increase in overall size 

- Increase in ratio of cerebrum to brain stem  

- Increase in ratio of pre-frontal to other cortex regions  



- Increase in number of convolutions  

- Increase in energy expenditure by brain 

 

Neural Activity A 

Neurons 

- Neurons communicate through a combination of 

electrical and chemical stimulation 

- Neurons vs glia 

- Neurons share properties of other animal cells but 

have a unique structural shape 

- NS is made up of billions of neurons 

- Neurons are nerve cells which are specialised for: 

• Reception 

• Conduction 

• Transmission of electrical signals  

Cell body (soma) 

- Contains nucleus (which contains DNA) and other organelles in cytoplasm 

- Facilitation of neural transmission  

- Dendrites come out of cell body 

• Tree-like projections covered in synapses to receive information from other 

neurons and conduct this to the cell body 

• Dendritic spines = increase SA  

Axon 

- Transmits information away from cell body 

- Longer than dendrites 

- Constant diameter 

- Terminals at end 

Myelin sheath 

- Insulation 

- Facilitates transmission to make it go 

faster 

- Gaps which speed up are called “Nodes 

of Ranvier” 

Terminal buttons 

- Storage and release of 

neurotransmitters at the synapse 

Afferent vs efferent 

- Afferent = to (admission) 

- Efferent = from (exit) 



Glia 

- Physical and functional support by glial cells 

- Do not transmit info over long distances, but do exchange chemicals with adjacent 

neurons 

- Support, nutrition, protection to neurons, manufacture myelin, destroy pathogens, 

recycle neurotransmitters 

Cell/plasma membrane 

- Semi-permeable 

- Protein or voltage-gated ion channels 

allow 

• Sodium 

• Potassium 

• Calcium 

• Chloride 

- H2O, O2, CO2 can diffuse across membrane 

The membrane and resting potential  

- The cell membrane, through its control of the flow of chemicals into and out of the 

cell, maintains an electrical polarization between the inside and the outside of the 

cell  

- Ionic concentration 

• -ve Protein (& K+ (potassium)) greater inside cell 

• Na+ (sodium) (& Cl- (chloride)) greater outside cell 

- Voltage difference across cell membrane when cell not firing ≈ 70mV (resting 

potential: -70mV) 

• Inside is 70 millivolts less than outside = the neuron is polarised 

- Sodium-potassium pump 

• Always more sodium being pumped out of the cell than potassium being 

pumped in 

• Electrical gradient and chemical concentration gradient (greater at one 

location that another - state of flux) - at work to try to bring about 

equilibrium 

- Neuron at rest – but like a poised bow and arrow 

The action potential (nerve impulse)  

- A spike of positive and negative charge that travels down axon:  the cornerstone of 

communication between brain cells 

- Rapid depolarization and slight reversal of polarization after threshold of excitation 

reached by incoming stimulus: all-or-none phenomenon 

- Opening of sodium channels in membrane - huge influx of sodium into the cell, 

followed by opening of potassium channels to stabilise the cell 

- Refractory period (absolute = 1ms; relative =2-4ms) 



- Saltatory conduction in myelinated neurons - action potential jumps down the axon 

being regenerated at the Nodes of Ranvier 

 

 

Ionic events and action potentials 

- Na+ channels open allowing Na+ into cell, which drives membrane potential to ≈ +40 

mV 

- K+ channels open allowing K+ out of cell 

- Na+ channels close: repolarization 

- K+ channels close: hyperpolarization 

 

Neural Activity B  

Action potential 

- Synapse = point of communication between axon of one neuron and dendrites of the 

neighbouring one  

• Space between = synaptic cleft 

- End of axon = axon terminals 

- Action potential = resting state of neuron at – 70Mv inside the cell 

• 70Mv difference between inside and outside of cell) 

Postsynaptic potential 

- Neurotransmitter molecules bind to postsynaptic receptor > change membrane 

potential in the dendrites = causes GRADED POTENTIAL 

• Graded potential = decays over time (can be pos or neg)  

- Positive graded potential = partial depolarisation (causes excitation/increases 

likelihood of firing) 

- Negative graded potential = hyperpolarisation (cause inhibition/decreases likelihood 

of firing) > pos potassium leaves cell and neg potassium and neg chlorine enter  
 


